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and have been looking round these two iman eat his victuals daily from a wood
From the National Journal*
Mr. Randolphj to prove Mr. Branch
< bowl his son had made him : his
weeks for a good opportunity of putting en
was correct, talked incessantly for'
CONGRESS.
it out.
|
grandson
saw his father make this bowl,
some three or four weeks, to show that
JAMES K. REMICH,
We take advantage of thé first mo all the great men whom the country
While Harry was prospering in his iand set about making just such another,
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
asked by his father, what he made jment of leisure to review, very briefly, had heretofore delighted to honor were
business, all went like clock work at being
i
we hope with fidelity and candour, no better than selfish and designing
'
lome; the family expenditures were it
i for, answered, “For you to eat out but
you grow as old as grandfather.” 1the proceedings of Congress during the knaves ; that there had been no honest
carefully made ; not a farthing was when
’
FROM THE EMPORIUM.
wasted; not a scrap dost; the furni- Although
.
this ought to have turned Jsession that has just terminated.
men in times past., but |he bld gentleman
It is well known to all who are cotb who brought him up, standing “ in loco
iis
heart,
and
made him reflect, that as
ture
was
all
neat
and
useful,
rather
'
THE HAPPY MATCH.
]
with legislative history, that
1
than ornamental; the table plain, fru- ’ le dealt by his father, he might expect versant
that the only man fit to he
“ Now,” said Harry Hemphill to his gal, but wholesome, and well spread; to
1 first four weeks of the session are ■the next President is Gen. Jackson;
i be dealt with by his children when the
young wife, when they went to house ittle went either to the seamstress or ie grew old ; it had no effect upon usually
occupied in the maturing, in and that he would not vote for him, if
1
keeping, “it’s my business to bring the tailor ; no extravagance in dress; lim ; and the ill usage to the old man committees,
of measures which are to his party did not curb Executive pat
'
money into the house, and your’s to see no
, costly company keeping; no use- was carried to such a height that he be
I subsequently acted on in the two ronage and defeat the Bankrupt bilk
that none goes foolishly out of it.” ess waste of time in ceaseless visiting; could
no longer bear it, but left the Houses. In this incipient stage of the Mr. Benton, to test the feelings of tfie
<
This was the agreement with which and yet the whole neighborhood prais louse and went to a relation and neigh- Jsession, the judicial bill, the bill for the Sep ate, made a report to show tllafi
they set forward in the world. He ed
<
of the surviving officers of the this patronage is-..of . the most terrific
1
Mary Hemphill, and loved her ; iour of his, declaring that if his friend relief
chose her, first, because he loved her, she
<
army, the bill for the ,character, and brought in six bills, (we
1
was kind without ostentation or sac- <could not help him to get his estate revolutionary
and in the second place because he jrifice; sociable without dissipation. lack again, he should be obliged to preservation
and civilization of the In believe there are six)’ to take away all
1
knew she was sensible, economical, and And while few people lived* more com- come
and live with him. His friend 1dian tribes, the amendments proposed executive influence in the Post-Office,<
industrious—just the reasons which in- fortably,
;
1 the constitution of the United States, the army, the publication of the laws,
none lived more economical. answered that he might come and live in
bankrupt bill, and other bills of &c. These bills will be fertile subjects •
fluence a sensible man in his choice
1
The results of such management can with him—and if he would follow his the
now. And he thought it best that e^ich never
,
disappoint the expectations to directions, he would help him to his es- Igreat general and local interest, were for denunciation, declamation;' abd in
should have a distinct sphere of action. which
’
and prepared. The bills we vective; during the next- sessions, should
'
it looks. Even the angry frown tate again. “ Go,” says he, “ take this digested
Their interests were one ahd indivisi- <of misfortune is almost put at defiance. bag of dollars, carry it to your room at have specified, with the subject of the they ever be called up.
to Panama, constituted the im The amendment made by the Sen
ble; consequently each had the same Advantage ground is soon gained which your
son’s, shut it up well in your chest, mission
1
'
motives to act well the allotted part. )the storm seldom reaches. And the full and about the time you expect they portant business of the session. Let ate in the Judicial bill, was fatal to'
His business called for his whole atten- reward
;
comes in its proper time to will call you down to dinner, shut your us see with what efficacy legislative ac that measure. The course which that
lion ; he wished therefore to pursue it icrown the meed of lives thus spent.
door, and have all your dollars spread tion has been brought to bear upon body took in the first instance, by ad
undistracted by other cares ; for him The music of Harry’s tools was in full on a table in the middle of the room. them. On the fourth of January the hering to its amendment, and refusing
of the judicial bill commen the request of the other House for a
self he looked for happiness only at play on the morning that I left the vil When they call you, make a noise with discussion
'
home; there he expected a supply for lage, for a distant residence. It was them by sweeping them on the table in- 'ced, and on the 26th it passed the conference, was considered by them
House, occupying, with the time consu disrespectful, and had no small influ-’
all his wants, and he was of course not not yet sunrise ; and as the coach bore to the bag again.”
disposed to spend any thing abroad, in me rapidly past the cool and quiet resi
The old man did as he was desired ; med in discussing the amendment of the ence in deciding the fate of the bill.
pursuit of what he thought every rea- dence
,
of the villager, I saw the door iis daughter-in-law came up to call him Senate, about five weeks of the attention
The other measures which were be
sonable man ought to look for in the was open, and the breakfast smoking to dinner, and finding the door shut, of the House. The bill was succeeded fore the Senate, were of a subordinate
bosom of his own family. Her duties on the table. Mary in her neat morn she had the curiosity to peep through by the discussion of the propositions of character; and an immense mass of
being all domestic she was able to com ing dress and white apron, blooming in the key hole, saw the bag of dollars, Mr. McDuffie to amend the constitution. bills is lost in consequence of the extra
pass them the better by turning her health and loveliness, was busy amid and the old man sweeping them off : which consumed the next seven weeks ordinary extent to which the mania of
whole attention to them. Her hus her household affairs ; and a stranger the table. Surprised at it, she called of the session. The discussion of the speech-making has been carried, and
band’s business doing habits, his tem who chanced to be my fellow passen her husband ; but he would not believe amendment to the report of the com the indisposition to act in concert*
perate and correct life, had all the pow ger to the city, observed it, and said, it. The next day the old man again mittee on Foreign relations relative to which has been produced by the new
er of example, increasing her esteem, “ there is a thriving family ; my word counted his dollars, and packed up the mission to Panama followed in its character of the general proceedings of 1
and doubling her anxiety to deserve his. for it.” And he spoke well. There something in paper, like paper money. order, and to this debate four weeks that body.
They had married without waiting to are certain signs always perceptible His son went up to call him down, was were devotee!. When this question
When it becomes necessary to intro
get rich. They neither distrusted about those who are working things surprised at what he saw, and convin was decided, the claims of the revolu duce, for the first time in forty years,
Providence nor each other. With lit right, that cannot be mistaken by the ced with what his wife had told him. tionary officers were brought before resolutions for the purpose of limiting
They took no notice of it to the old a House irritated by previous collisions the licentious range of discussion in a .. •
tle besides health and a disposition to most casual observer.
improve it; they nevertheless had that
On my return to Alesbury, many man, but when he came down, insisted of opinion, fatigued with discussion, body heretofore remarkable for digni
strong confidence of final success which years afterwards, I noticed a beautiful on his sitting at the table with them, and inclisposed to act harmoniously on ty and decorum : of protecting its own
prudent resolutions inspire in those country residence on the banks of the and behaved more than ordinary civil any subject : they were disposed of in members from personal insult from
who feel that they have perseverance river, surrounded by all the elegance towards him. Thè old man related to about two weeks ; and a resolution hav each other ; of throwing a shield be
enough to adhere to them. Thus they of wealth and taste. Richly cultivated his friend what he had done, who gave ing passed fixing on the 22d of May tween a senatorial slanderer and the
began the world«
fields stretched themselves out on ev him directions what to do if his son ask for the adjournment of Congress, the members of the other branch of the
To attach a man to his home, it is ne ery side as far as the eye could reach; ed him for the Esoney. After a few House had only two weeks left to act Legislatureand of protecting the cit
cessary that home should have attrac flocks and herds were scattered in ev days, the old man having been very on all the variety of business which had izen who avails himself of his privilege
tions. Harry Hemphill’s had. There ery direction, ft was a splendid scene; busy in counting the money again, his been excluded by the all-monopolizing’ to witness the proceedings of the Sen
ate, from direct abuse ;—we say, when
he sought repose after the toil and the sun was just setting behind the west son asked him what money it was he measures which we have specified.
It thus appears that five weeks were it becomes necessary to erect these fen
weariness of the day ; and there he ern hills—and while a group of neatly had been counting. “ Only some mon
found it. When perplexed, and low dressed children sported on the adja ey I received for the discharge of one spent in discussing the judicial bill in ces to preserve social happiness and the
spirited, he retired thither, and amid cent school house green, the mellow of the bonds I had standing out. I ex the House of Representatives, which courtesies of life, from violation, as it
«
to have become in the Senate
the soothing influence of its quiet and notes of the flute mingled with their pect more in a few days, and fear I bill was afterwards indefinitely post- appears
peaceful shades, he forgot the heart- noisy mirth. “ There,” said an old shall be obliged to take Mr. N ■■—’s poned :—seven weeks were devoted to <of the United States, every thinking
lessness of the world, and all the friend, “lives Harry Hemphill—that is farm, upon which I have a mortgage, the debate on the Constitutional amend- jman will concur with us in opinion,
wrongs of men. When things went ill his farm—those are his cattle—here is as he is not able to ràise the money, and ments, from the further consideration •that this body has changed its charac
with him, he found always a solace in his school house, and these his own, if the farm is sold, it will not fetch as of which the select committee was ul ter for the worse; and whether this be
the sunshine of affection, that in the do and some orphan children of his adop much as will discharge the mortgage.” timately discharged without coming to any \owing to the change in the Chair, or to
mestic circle beamed upon him and tion, which he educates at his own ex After a few days, the son told the fa result :—four weeks were occupied in the change in its members, it is equal
dispelled every cloud from his brow. pense—having made a noble fortune by ther, that he intended to build a house disputation on the restrictive amend ly mischievous to its fame, equally; to
However others treated him there all his industry and prudence, he spends on the farm, and would be glad if his ment of the resolutions of the Commit be regretted by all who value the rep
was kindness, and confidence and affec’ his large income in deeds of charity—. father would let him have that money. tee on Foreign affairs relative to the utation of our country. /
Some weeks before the conclusion
tion ; if others deceived him, and hy and he and Mary mutually give each “Yes child,” says the father, “ all that mission to Panama, which was finally
1 have will only come to you ; I intend rejected, and the appropriation bill was of the session; it will be remembered
pocrisy with its shameless face, smilec other the credit of doing ail this.”
him to delude and injure him, there! My heart expanded then—it expands; giving you the bonds and mortgage passed without reference to any resolu- that a committee, was appointed to se
all was sincerity—that sincerity of th?! still, when I think of them—and I penL 1 have ; but then, 1 think it will be best: tions : two weeks were allowed to the lect the most important rtieasures from
heart which makes amends for suffer’ their simple history in the hope, that as; to have it put all together in a new claims of the revolutionary officers, among the mass^of public-business, with
ings, and wins the troubled spirit from1 it is entirely imitable, some who read it deed of gift. I will get neighbour• which were laid on the table,—so that a view that these.should Reacted upon
eighteen weeks out of the twenty-four by the House before any- other busi
L--- to call here and draw a new
misanthropy.
will attempt to imitate it.
one.” Accordingly his friend andI weeks comprising the session, have been ness was called :Up. Independent of
Nothing so directly tends to make a
good wife, a good housekeeper, a good The following story is copied from a New- cousin who had advised the measure,, monopolized in the discussion of ques- reports of :committees, which- were
domestic economist, as that kindness on York paper printed in the year 1776, and is came to the house, and the son gave the; tions which have produced no effiient made the order of the day, that com
the part of the husband which speaks related as a fact. Similar cases often occur father the deed that another may beî result ; or, in other words, in abortive mittee made out a list of 177 bills,
which were to have priority. Of these
the language of approbation, and that in these days, that a parent having given his drawn after it. When the old man had legislation.
With reference to the proceedings 177 bills, about 60 are left untouched t
careful and well directed industry all into the hands of his children, is obliged got the instrument into his hand, in the
which thrives and gives strong promise to spend the remainder of his days in pover presence of his friend, he broke off the in the Senate, a few words will suffice. exclusive of which, we believe there
seal, and committed the writing to the During the early part of the session, it are about twenty bills from the Senate.
that her care and prudence will have^a ty and want.
Fall River Monitor.
fire, saying, “ Burn ! cursed instrument was the practice of that body to sit only The committee recommended that all
profitable issue. And Mary Hemphill
KEEP THE LOAF UNDER YOUR of my folly and misery! and you, four days in the week. The first pub the business in the four first classes
had this token and this assurance.
OWN ARM.
children, as this estate is all my own lic measure of importance on which it should be “ disposed of this session.”
Harry devoted himself to business
At this time there is living at Haer- again, you must remove immediately, acted, was that which arose out of the About forty bills in these classes reT
with steady purpose and untiring zeal;
he obtained credit by his plain and hon lem, an old man, who relates the fol unless you will be content to be my nomination of ministers to Panama, by main unacted on. It is true these bills
est dealing; custom by his faithful lowing remarkable story of himself:— tenants. I have now learned that it is the President of the United States. have priority in the orders of the day
punctuality and constant care; friends He was possessed of a pretty good best for a parent to hold the loaf un Here, as on the same question in the for the next session ; but as that ses
by his obliging deportment, and ac farm, with slaves and every thing ne der his own arm ; and that one father House of Representatives, the Opposi sion has a constitutional limit, and as
commodating disposition. He gain cessary for a farmer at Haerlem, and can better maintain ten children, than tion took its stand. From this chosen all the great measures of the session
position, by mutual understanding, a will, if acted on at all, be taken up at
ed a reputation of being the best work had but one child, a son, who marrying ten children can a father.”
concerted and combined movement. the next session, de novo, and discussed
man in the village ; none were ever de it was agreed that the young couple
was to be made against the administra■ over again, there is but little chance
ceived who trusted to his word. He should live in the house with him, as he
SAVING WIT.
tion. To give effect to this extraordin• that the application and good managealways drove his business a little be was a widower. Things went exceed
A school-master having a boy under ary combination the Senate spent five: ment of the second session of this conforehand, for, he said, “ things go badly ingly well for some time, when his son
when the cart gets before the horse.” proposed to him that he should make his care whom he esteemed excessively or six weeks with closed doors, in an* gress can redeem the indisposition to
I noticed once a little incident which il over to him his estate, promising to dull, one day when he was unable to an gry and stormy crimination on the one business and unskilful maQ£g£ment ex
lustrated his character—a thrifty old build a new house, and otherwise im swer a question, which the master pro part, and firm and manly defence on hibited in the fir^^^^
farmer was accosted in the road at the prove the farm. The father, through posed relative to his lesson—“Well, the other. The nominations were in
end of the village by a youngster who persuasion, gave him a deed of gift of Jack, said the master, “ I will make you timately confirmed. Qf all the oth^
What is your name ? said a gentle
was making a great dash in business, it, and every thing belonging thereto. a doctor, and you shall have your acts of the Senate but littU_G&ni)e said.
After a tew yea^, as the father grew diploma on parchment.” “ Why so ?” The bankrupt bill Was laid on the table. man to a porter. My name, replied the
and who wanted to loan a few hundred
dollars. The wily old man, was per old, he grew a little fretful and dissatis said Jack. “ Because it is made of the A party in the Senate appeared to be fellow, is the same as my father’s.
fectly ignorant of where it could be had, fied, while the son, thinking he had skin of an ass,” replied the master.” intent upon laying the terrible ghost And what is his name ? said the gentle
and slided off from him as soon he could. nothing more to expect from him, for “ Well then,” said Jack, “should you which seems to have haunted that bo^y man. It is the same as mine. Then
He rode directly down to Hemphill’s, got his filial duty, and used hiip as bad die before the time, I hope you will all through the session, called Executive what are both your names ? Why, they
and told him he had a few hundred as one of his servants. The old man leave me yours.” The school master Patronage^ This dreadful phantom are both alike, said the porter.
dollars to loan, and wished he would was no longer permitted to eat his meals was so much pleased with so unexpect has proved as^ fatal to the wisdom of An account of the Colombian. Republic,
take it; the payments should be easy ; at the same table with him and his ed an answer from one whom he es the Senate as to its dignity. Mr. from the pen of Col. Wm. Duane, is about to
just as would suit. Indeed, replied wife, but obliged . to - eat his meals teemed such, a blunderhead, that he Branch resolved it be a monstrous, hor issue from the press in Philadelphia, It is
comprised in a formidable volume of about
Harry, you have come to a bad mark ni the chimney-corner, and continually suffered his pointed sarcasm to escape rible sprite—
Gpo pages.
“ Gui lumen ademptum.”
et; I hare a little cash to spare myself, otherwise ill used by them. The old with impunity^
PUBLISHED BY

? Si It is not doubted
| msTRESS
swer was known at St. Petersburg!!, it will
ARTICLES
lead to an order to cross the Pruth : the Porte
kiSTS":
seems to expect this, for a firman has al
OBSTRUCTING THE MAIL.
AN Additional ACT respecting the
VERY LATE FROM EUROPE.
ready been issued, giving orders to provision In the District Court of the United States,
“”1 depl«’able4
SATUMAÏ,
Wiscasset Bank.
The packet ships Silas Richards, Hold- the fortresses in the Danube for six months.
of money, and
held at Williamsport, June 5, 1826, before
redge,fi
’
om
Liverpool,
and
Edward
Bonaffe,
0 ''phe goverr
The
20th
May
is
generally
assigned
as
the
Judge Wilkihs.
♦
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
uce’ ¿duel but
from Havre, have arrived at New- day when the Russian troops will enter the
The United States, vs. Robert M’Kee, Jr.
of Representatives in Legislature assem Funk,
York, bringing London, papers to the 23d principalities,”
Indictment
for
a
misdemeanor,
in
obstruct

bled, That the President, Directors.and May, Liverpool to the 24th, Paris to the 13th,
ing and retarding the passage of the mail
MAY 22.
Company of the Wiscasset Bank, shall and Havre to the 15th. We gather the fol City, two o’clock.-—TheLONDON,
favorable intelli stage of the U. States, upon the post road
lowing
paragraphs
from
the
New-York
pa

be and continue a body corporate, un pers of Wednesday morning.—Bos. Gaz.
gence from the Country, the prospect of a from the post office in Pennsborough to the
£ve I none’but
revival of commerce, with a report that th® post office in Milton, contrary to the follow
til the first day of March, one thousand
Ke,” and
Russian Ambassador at Constantinople has ing statute:
eight hundred and twenty-eight, subject Ancona, MayGREECE.
Kh remarks
8.—What melancholy and sent for further instructions, had a favorable
The 9th section of the act of Congress of
Fatc Lhe saleo
to the obligations, and with (he rights afflicting news ! I hear on my arrival at An effect on the funds this morning. Consols the 3d March 1825, provides, that “ if any
and privileges belonging to the same, cona that Missolonghi no longer exists! I am for the settling to-morrow opened at 77 7-8 person shall knowingly and wilfully obstruct
annihilated! I arrive full of and advanced with some rapidity to 78. 3-8 |, or retard the passage of the mail, or any dri
as prescribed in u An Act restricting overwhelmed,
hope, and find that all is over ! that popula
the majority of thé jobbers and bro ver or carrier thereof, or of any hoi;se or car
the Wiscasset Bfmk in negotiating busi tion of heroes is no more. The following are though
OF
kers are supposed to be speculating for a fall. riage carrying the same, shall upbh convic
‘P’iioicedwi*
AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE
ness as a banking corporation, and pro the particulars, too positive facts’, which I Scrip from | disc, has advanced to | to 3-8 tion for every such offencepay a fine not ex
t «lease, that t
have
been
able
to
collect
:
ceeding
one
hundred
dollars.
”
prem.
Exchequer
Bills
and
India
Bonds
are
viding for the collection of their debts On the 15th of April, the Greek fleet had
‘“.Erv, and erv
The committee of arrangements, f0P
The evidence adduced by the U. S. proved
again lower, 7 to 9 prem.
and for other purposes,” passed March an engagement with the51 Turkish squadron; The intelligence respecting the state of the that in November last, the mail stage trav celebration of the approaching annivers^ .¿fieorge Ca
lately.
eighth, one thousand eight hundred the combat was terrible—the Greeks had country, received this morning, scarcely au elling southward, overtook the defendant in this place, have adopted the following r Kgland,
Cohere standn
and twenty-one, any thing in said Act the advantage, yet it was not so decisive'as to thorizes the belief that the distress has ap driving a waggon and-four horses, at the
OBMB OP THE DAT. *
□«(ascension
enable them entirely to drive away the
its termination. At Liverpool in north side of the MuncyHills, in Lycoming
or in the Acts additional thereto, to the Turks, and throw provisions into Missolon- proached
IS to the grov
AT SUNRISE,
deed, we hear that the sales of cotton have county, which team occupied the middle of
The bells will commence ringing arrn
contrary notwithstanding.
F
Md Three
ghi.—Miaulis therefore waited for fresh di been large, and that the price has advanced, the road.
fcSoanddOj
Approved by the Gov’r, March 6,1826. visions to renew the combat. Ibrahim, wea but from the manufacturing districts the ac After a little time, the stage driver at panied by the discharge of cannon ; the hTit
ried out by so many fruitless attacks, in which counts are still gloomy.
tempted to pass on the right of the waggon, will continue ringing for thirty minutes Pn
he had sustained such severe losses, directed
1„
from
v
Not withstandingjthe long lists of bankrupts but the defendant then advanced from near mg which a national salute of 13 gllns’ “j
AN Additional ACT respecting the all his attention to prevent the arrival of sup which
Mobile Com’
have appeared in the Gazette for ma the hind wheel of the waggon to his horses, be fired by the company of Anillery, J
Hallowell and Augusta Bank.
tnanded
by
Capt.
Samuel
Littlefield,
Jr®
“
’
kL
announcestb
plies sent in small vessels from Zante.
ny previous months the number in the and jerked his lines, inclined his horses across
Be it enacted by the Senate and House On the 16th, all communications were cut last week is still greater than usual. We the road, and thus compelled the stage to fall
A PROCESSION
'
the i>ng
'
off by means of rafts and flat-bottomed boats learn also, that great as the number of the back—the driver and passengers then con
of Representatives, in Legislature assem armed with heavy artillery. From that time
Will
be
formed
at
10
o
’
clock
A.
M
&?®Ystheedit
commissions opened during thé present year tinued behind, waiting for a much wider part
bled,. That the President, Directorsand the provisions which were at Petata and has been, the number shed out has been much of
r- F''05ts Hotel, under lhe diretfm,' K« rasing wit
the road, intending then to run past, pre 'at
>’H'’’oRTKR'C1rief Marshal; (assi8W? f ,.„3
Porto
Soro
could
not
arrive
;
the
besieged
Lne deaths had
greater.
Company of the Hallowell and Augus
viously to entering the narrows of the
who maintained themselves only by means of
Hills, where it was impossible to pass with the tpllowmg gentlemen appointed Mart L100 a day. 1
MISCELLANEOUS.
ta Bank, incorporated June twenty- the
few supplies which they daily received,
mutual consent; but when M’Kee reach shaLs, viz. Edward Greenough, Willie” LrallV s«^1.ved
third, one thousand eight hundred and began to be m the most deplorable situation. The House of Commons adjourned on the out
19th to the 26th, to allow the House of Lords ed the wider part, he whipped his horses into Grilpatrick, and Adam McCulloch,) in th! L porter arrivec
twelve, shall be and continue a body On the 17th and 18th, several women, child time to finish the business before them. It a rapid gait, passed up the next short ascent, following order:
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driver now gave his reins to one of the gen
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one thousand eight hundred and twen the horrors of this situation, nobody thought on the 27th, and immediately after dissolved/ tlemen
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longing to the same, as prescribed in, selected to receive the women, the children ces.
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ceed, he would forgive him what had passed. *
an Act revoking the charterof the Hal and the aged, & every preparation was made The Liverpool Mercury of the 19th nit. M’Kee disregarded the remonstrance and
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Ust,* and about
Members of Congress;
F seamen had s
lowell and Augusta Bank, and provid to blow up the place. On the 21st and 22dno contains the following “ Yesterday se’night moved on at his slow pace until the stage
were performed, several parts of the Mr. Frazer, Jun., of Ardwick, with two driver found a place where he could whip
United States’ Officers »
p.C. represents
ing for the collection and payment of prayers
town were undermined, and the ^inhabitants American gentlemen, Mr. Lewis and Mr.
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K in a state ofai
the waggon, and then he passed it
the debts of the corporation, and clos determined that all those who could not be Bradford, were returning from a party, in a round
|*Rot with Com
without further molestation.
Town Officers ;
k Vera Cruz ]
ing its concerns, passed March second, able to make a sally, as well as the wounded, hackney coach, when, on the coachman The defendant’s counsel alleged that one
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the women and children, should bury them alighting to let the first gentleman alight, the of his horses was unruly and frightened,—
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Revolutionary Soldiers;
one thousand eight hundred and twen selves
by springing the mines. On the 21st horses took fright and ran at full speed.
the obstruction arose from the vicious
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ty-one ; any thing in said Act, or in the and 22d Miaulis again attacked the Turkish Two of the gentlemen jumped out without that
ness of the horse, and offered some evidence
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new i
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And that in point of law the indictment was Hon. Joseph Dane,President of the day.
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thing was prepared for the great sacrifice • botsford, Roxburgshire, on the 14th May.
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JACOB FISHER. Esq.
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and from the twentieth of AuguSt to the besieged,
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made a very great resistance to the which has existed for above 200 years. It ant’s counsel. If the delay was intentional The national salute of 13 guns will be again
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L pursued, and!
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debt, by any inhabitant of any town blew thehiselves u/,i at the rnoment when the liberal side, which was sold in 1816 for 6000 probably arose from thoughtless folly, rather
?as not recover
“ The York County Bible Society”
francs, now produces 30,000 francs (£1200) a than deliberate wickedness, the Court would
through which said river runs ; one Turks were going to take them.
k?ly to follow I
only impose a fine of ten dollars—ordered
Tiaff to the use of such inhabitant, and ; Almost every week, since the 5th of A-, year. The price of this daily paper is 72 hi m to pay the costs of prosecution, and stand Held its anniversary at Limington 21st inst. Ire long.
Sermon by Rev. Mr. Marsh. ’
pril, ^English .vessels entered Missolonghi. francs, (58s.) per annum,, and it has 19,000 committed, &c.—which was done.
the other half to the use of the town to Sir F. Adam, before his departure for Lon subscribers, whose subscriptions amount to
When the Treasurer’s account was exhib
which he belongs. And it shall be the don, had interposed. between the town and £55,00® per annum.
ited, and the Secretary’s Report was read, . On the 13th o
PROFANITY
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to see that the above provisions are The inhabitants of Missolonghi had consent a bill of indictment against Mr. Sawler, the gant steam-boats plying between New-York
was boarded by
Dea. Henry Clark, President.
poudy Islands,
and Albany, were exceedingly annoyed by
carried into effect.
ed to leave the town, with their arms, bag publisher of the Manchester Courier, for a the rudeness and profanity of a young man
Rev.N. H. Fletcher, Vice President.
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Completely smo
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Rev.
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Merrill,
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of his breach of the laws of God and of soci
selves up. The English, seeing that Misso
Ducal Splendor.—The Duke of Devon ety ; assuring him that he was not on board Rev. Caleb F. Page, Hon. John Holmes, E- ¡During the teni
any week, he shall forfeit a sum not longhi was not tenable, St that it was impos shire, who has departed on his Russian em
ther
Shepley,
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Sewall,
Nahytm
Mor

a fishing smack, nor in the forecastle, but
PQ the Penguin;
exceeding ten dollars for every such sible for the Greek fleet to throw in supplies, bassy, has consented to receive from e-overn- of
in the company of gentlemen, whose feelings rill, Charles W. Williams, and William Jefremain on the s
offence. And every person who shall made the greatest efforts to induce Missolon ment £10,000. His expenses, however, will he was bound, by every con sideration of hon ferds, Esquires.
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in
vain,
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the
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of
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The
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take or catch any of said fish on either,
or, not to shock by his profane and corrupt
service of plate which his grace took with
Owen Burnham. Next anniversary to be
of those days, shall forfeit for every Paris, May 20.—“ Letters from Smyrna him weighed 60,000 ounces, and filled twelve language. The young man bowed his head third Wednesday of next June, at Rev. Ste of the seaelepb
in shame, and was silent for the remainder of
which they h;
the 4th of April, say that Sir Hudson
salmon, sd taken, a sum not exceeding of
phen Merrill’s meeting-house at Kittery
the voyage.
Lowe had left that city to proceed to India large chests.
Sere landed on
Point, 10 A. M.
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two dollars ; for every shad, a sum not by the Red Sea.
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“
A
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arrived
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in
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FOURTH OF JULY.
exceeding one dollar; and for every
“ The Auxiliary Foreign Mission Society of
It is suggested in the papers of some of the
Alexandria, in Egypt, reports that a £6000 for the copyright before they got
the County of York,”
hundred alewiyes, a sum not exceeding division
of the Greek fleet of Hydra, had possession of a single sheet of Woodstock.
NearWashii
principle cities of the Union, that a more
its anniversary at same place in P.
two dollars. And the penalties pre made in the month of March a landing at In the fourteenth century the shops in Par general participation together of the citizens M.Held
dleton, who hai
—Sermon by Rev. Mr. Campbell.
scribed in this section, may be recover Beirout, in Syria and carried off 3,000,000 of is were opened at four o’clock in the morn of those places, should be had, in the solemni The following officers were chosen for the *as struck by ]
The Greeks intended a similar at ing. The King of France dined at eight in zation of the ensuing 4th of July—from the present year.
tom to » lint,’
ed in an action of debt, by, and to the piasters.
’eft on his persi
tack on.Cyrus, but were hindered by the con the morning, and retired to rest at the same circumstance of its being the 50th anniversa
Hon.
JOHN
HOLMES,
President.
use of any person who shall sue for the trary'winds;—The terror spread by this en hour in the evening.
Pantaloons. î
ry of our National Independence. We think
Vice Presidents.—Rev. J. Loring, Rev. J.
same. And it shall be lawful to take terprise had extended to Egypt.”
«Ut was resusci
the idea a h^ppy one—and wish it the public iGreenleaf, Rev. J. W. Campbell, Dan’l SewalR
tributed to tht
countenance and adoption. The completion Esq.jC. W. Williams, Esq. Jeremiah Good
fish in said river on any other day
MISSION TO AFRICA.
From the Courier Francais.
’Was wet.
of a half century—of that definite period in win, Esq. Ether Shepley, Esq. Capt. William
in the week than those above mention Paris, May 16.—“Every thing indicates From information transmitted by a corres- calculation
At Addison,
—in the enjoyment of the most Jefferds.
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that
H.
B
M.
ship
Bra

that
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howe was kill*
ed ; any law to the contrary notwith- !
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Mr. Owen Burnham, Treasurer. t
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a
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ing
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Porte.
Window.—Hi
standing.
1
most rapidly growing national reputation,
Rev. C. Marsh, Secretary.
“ A private letter from Augsburg, of May consisting of Capt Clapperton of the Brit- which ever fell to the lot of any people—car
,? few moment!
Next anniversary to be held in the after
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' says, “ That at the date of the latest news sh navy, Thomas Dixon, Esq. a surgeon ries
! detect with
with it the most animating appeal to our j
of the same day, and at the same place
from
Constantinople, the Porte had not offi xand other gentlemen, arrived at Whidah, sensibilities as men and patriots. It should be noon
.....
■
< the meeting of the York County Bible So
cially answered M. de Minziacky, but the Coast of Africa, on the 22d January last. welcomed, therefore, with an undivided and of
(
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first verbal answer of the.Reis Effendi was The two first named landed at Whidah. universal enthusiasm—in whose fervent and ciety.
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A commercial friend has forftished us with known, and its tenor shews that the Otto
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expression,
the
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of
ordi1
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1
Wilie’s Price Current of the 27th Hit. -From man Ministry is not destitute of address.
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nary
intercourse
should
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aside
—
pious
Mr. H
it we learn that during the, week ending on
“It is glad that the Emperor Nicholas Porto Novo ; while Mr. Dixon, after a lapse and the distances of rank, of fortune, and of
bought they«
that day,-the Mississippi had risen full six does not <onfoundjn his Ultimatum the ques
Within a few days we have been visited
»t, that of
inches, and that a further s well was expect tion of the Greek rebels with the Porte: of some ten days, proceeded to the kingdom situation should be forgotten.
with
plentiful showers of rain, which has
Charitkton City Gazette.
1
lithe,
ed. The safety of immense property on the that it learns with pleasure that the inter of Dahomy, in company with F. F. De Souza,
p to the pub
given new life and vigor to vegetation. The
coast, iris remarked, depends much on calm vention of other Cabinets, which for these through whose influence he succeeded in
There
are s
BREACH OF PROMISE.
dry weather. The general features of the five years has served only to fetter the nego passing into that kingdom, where having fur
grass in particular has assumed a new appear
Miof Gene
markets were much the same as for the two tiations with Russia, has at length ceased; nished himself with every necessary article
At the late circuit in Tompkins county,
[Je Bank has
preceding weeks. Flour dull, and plenty, tnat the Porte, however, had fulfilled its trea tor h's tedious and arduous journey across two causes were tried for a breach of the ance and we now anticipate at least a middling
Msofwhicl
at the former quotation«;. Freights not so ties respecting; Moldavia and Wallachia, the Desert, he set out, accompanied by an in marriage promise ; in one of which the fair crop, from the visible alteration for thebetter
The b
brisk as ten days previous, nor the rates to since 3000 Police Guards cannot be called a terpreter, for Tripoli. Capt. Clapperton one recovered a verdict of five hundred dol which has taken place within a few days.
of Bank
Europe so high, notwithstanding the heavy military occupation ; that the Porte conse nad crossed on the Mediterranean side as lars, (all the recreant swain was worth) and
stock of-Cotton and Tobacco, on hand, which quently hoped that Russia on its part would far as Housse, abut400vmiles from Whidah, the other one hundred as a compensation for
New Post Office.—A Post Office has
is attributed to the warm weather, and the no longer delay to give up to. the Turks the
.'The Miss
having -previously obtained much informa- “ hopes deferred.” At the same court a been recently established in Concord, Soin- <
over anxiety of many to get off.
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pulcted
in
the
sum
of
«her tha
tortresses of Bessarabia, the restitution of :
erset county, in this State. Elisha Hilton,
: Je water, in
^V. K Gaz. - which was.stipulated by the oeace of 1812.
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Distress In Russia.'

inundated. The inhabitants have been Com ■ ,
SEA SERPENT AGAIN. .
They were both young & nearly related. One
pelled to leave their homes; and some of
Capt. Holdredge, of the ship Silas Rich was an orphan, whose artless manners, kind
PROBATE NOTICE, g
them after in vain waiting for the waters to ards, which arrived yesterday from Liver disposition and obviously pure and innocent
subside, were forced to make their escape pool, states that in passing George’s Banks, heart won the affections of all who had the At a Court of Probate held at Limerick*
within and for the county of York, on the
from the upper stories. By accounts from five days since, he nad a fair view of the Sea happiness of her acquaintance. The other
the Mississippi and Missouri we learn, that Serpent. It was about ten rods from the was a young lady of highly gifted mind ; to
thirtieth day of June, in thè year of our
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
both of those rivers are very high and still ship, the sea perfectly calm, and that part the usual accomplishments of her age and
WVORY
T. HOVEY, Executor of the last
rising. Great fears are entertained, that the which appeared out of water about sixty feet her sex, she added an uncommon fondness
JL
will and testament of Ivory Hovey, late
water will keep up until joined by the annual in length. The head and protuberances for literary pursuits, a fine taste, and by con
[¿t a late meeting of the London Hibernian June fresh in which event, the safety of were similar to the representations which sequence all the charms of a cultivated mind; of South Berwick, in said County deceased ;
Lty,the Rev. E. Ervin said, “ Silver and New-Orleans, and the country bordering on have frequently been given of him by persons she was also remarkable for great originality having presented a petition for license to
| have I none, but all that I have give I the Mississippi, tvill be much endangered.” who had seen him near Cape Ann. He was and independence, but on no occasion devia sell so much of the deceased’s real estate as
going at a very slow rate and appeared un ted into any of those eccentricities for which may be necessary for the payment of his
jo thee,” and then presented his family
watch, remarking that he would redeem
Mr. J. Stone, of Elizabethtown N. Y. has mindful of the ship. He was visible about women of superior minds are sometimes debts and incidental changes.
ORDERED, That the said Executor give
,js soon as the sale of a work he had pub- constructed a Steam Gun which is discharged seven minutes to the passengers and crew, distinguished.
notice to allpersons interested, by causing a
j.ed would enable him to do so.
200 times in a minute, throwing each ball who were on deck at the time, A certificate
has been drawn up and signed by the passen
copy of this order to be published ihree
[¡¡gland has 288,000 Fund Holders. What with more force than a common rifle.
gers, which with a drawing made by one of
weeks successively in’ the Kennebunk Ga
army,t0 Prevcnt a Revolution !
the gentlemen, gives a minute description of
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
geport states that the populace at Bolton
We have seen a letter from Lisbon of the the Serpent as seen by them. The number,
appeat at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
»re so rejoiced with the news of the Bonded 12th of May, which states that, owing to the
nebunk, in said County, on the third Tues
<^n release, that they actually embraced extreme dryness of the season, the grain and credibility of the witnesses, place beyond
day of July next, at ten of the clock in the
)t soldiery, and cried out “ God save the crops had entirely failed, and that it was cal all doubt the existence of such an animal as SHIP
NEWS forenoon,
and shew cause, if any they have,
a Sea Serpent.
New-York Daily Adv.
jng and George Canning.
culated the supply of Wheat on hand was
why the said license should net be granted.
In England, lately a great number of per only sufficient for three months consump
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
ms who were standing on a scaffold to witness tion.
Unfortunate Occurrence.—A boat was up
N. Y. Mer. Adv.
Attest,
pusefui ascension of a Balloon, were pre
set yesterday morning about six o’clock, by
KENNEBUNK. JULY 1
GEO. THACKER, Rcg-V.
dated to the ground by the breaking of
The Mexican Government, on the 10th Striking against Portsmouth Bridge, and four
June 24.
ie scaffold. Three or four were killed, and
ult. decreed that—All goods, productions and women (all the persons on board) precipita
cleared.
etween 50 and 60 wounded.
ted into the water. They were all brought
effects of national growth or manufacture,
June 23—-Brig Beaver, Towne, Hayti.
which may be exported, shall be free of du to shore by their own efforts and the as
29—Brig Maine, Townson, Norfolk.
FROM VERA CRUZ.
ty, and neither shall the State through which sistance providentially at hand, but one of
entered.
The Mobile Commercial Register of the they pass, or the public authorities on the them, Mrs. Betsey Foster, wife of Mr. Par
June 28—Sloop Packet, Walker, Boston.
Id inst. announces the arrival at that Port of Coasts, impose on them any duty of whatso ker Foster, of Eliot, aged 51, was so ex
OS. G. MOODY has received a nev/as29—Brig Rapid, Gould, do.
hausted that she died shortly after. qhebrig Emily which sailed from Vera ever description, except the following :
sortment of
MEMORANDA.
Portsmouth
Journal.
jftiz on the 16th May. “ We learn by Capt.;
’ Coined gold, two per cent.
Sailed from Havre, May 10th, Franklin, .American, EngUtfi, India and
rapo (says the editors) that the Yellow FeGold in bars, or otherwise, two per cent.
Harding, Portsmouth ; 12th, ship Eagle,
FRENCif GOODS.
was raging with great violence ; and
FATAL ACCIDENT.
Silver, coined, in bars, or otherwise,
Nowell, of Kennebunk,Richmond.
¡atthe deaths had for some<time averaged three and one half per cent.
On Tuesday the 13th ult. a man named,
which he will sell at very low prices?, for
Off
Salcombe,
21st
ult.
brig
Agenoria,
Cfedj at 100 a day. Those who were attacked
John Daniels, from Lower Canada, employ
_______
Gash, Country Produce, or approved credit.
iford, of Kennebunk.
merally survived only 12 to 14 hours,
July 1.
David Jennings has resigned his seat as a ed in blowing rocks for Capt. Thomas Cutts,
At Guayama, P. R. 20th ult. sch. Warren,
join. Porter arrived on the 16th and it was Representative in Congress from the State in Biddeford, was instantly killed by the acci
iderstood he was dissatisfied with the pros- of Ohio.
dental discharge of a blast of powder. An Fairfield, of Kennebunk, for Boston, in 30 ds.
The Herschell, from Havana, arrived at
¿sin the Mexican service, and determined
other man, by the name of Daniel Folsom,
Wm.C. Bràdlëy, Representative in Con from Vermont, was seriously injured, but is Trieste, May 6.
n return very shortly to the U. States, and
At St. Georges, Bermuda, 9th inst. Volga,
¡¡at he has taken his passage for that pur- gress from Vermont, has also resigned his in a fair way of recovery.
AME into the enclosure of
loae, in a brig to sail in two weeks. Very lit- seat.
This is the third accident which has occur Cole, just arrived from Saco.
the subsriber on Tuesday
Passed the Balize, N. Orleans, May 26th,
leattention was shown on his arrival at Vera
red in this vicinity within a short time, in
last a dark red heifer, with a
A seaman named John Kee, of Saco, Me. consequence of using iron instead of copper bound up, brigs Ferox, .Lord, of this port,
/uz. The officers of the Mexican men of
[ar in Port had nearly all left the service in belonging to the ship Marion, Capt. Good priming-wires. We believe tin-tubes are from Boston ; Fame, of and from this port;. _ _______ white face. The owner is depassed up, 27th, brig Missionary, Lord, of sr. d to pay' charges and take her a*’ay.
¡isgiist,* and about one hundred and fifty of win, from Charleston, who shipped in that safe substitutes for copper priming-wires.
ames kimball
lie seamen had sailed for the U. . States. port, unfortunately fell from the main yard
Saco Palladium. rand from this port.
Ar. at Richmond, 16th, sch. Adno, fr. Saco.
Kenrtebnnk, Jane 29. 1826.
[ pt. C. represents the Country as being al- to the deck, at Savannah on Friday, ,9th inst.
He was carried to the Hospital where he
Ar. at Newport, 18th, sch. Dorcas-Ann,
i in a state of anarchy.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Burgess, frqp Providence, for Saco.
died on the same night.
r*Notwith Com. P.]
The communication over the signature of
Cleared, at Wilmington, N. C. 14th, schr.
X Vera Cruz paper mentions that the
Mexican Navy appears to be rapidly going
General Vance, of Ohio, one of Mr. M’- “ Scribbo,” also one over “ S” were receiv Jane, Wilcox, for Matanzas.
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
The brig Emily, Godfrey, from Ports
Duffie’s most violent opponents on the . floor ed too late for this days p^per, but will be
io decay.
nebunk-Port and Vicinity that he has
mouth, N. H. bound up James river, passed
of Congress, has been honored with a public attended to in our next.
opened his office in the Bank Building, where
through Hampton Roads 19th ult.
dinner
by
his
constituents.
NEW-HAMPSHIRE.
At Aux Cayes, 2d inst. schooner Teazer, he will attend to all calls in every branch of
\pxtra Legislation.—The Legislators of
Thompson, Boston, 5th ; Comden, Crooked his Profession; He boards with Capt. Oliver
THE
BURMESE
WAR.
P -Hampshire have met in Caucus to nomWalker.
.
. ..
Island, 10 ; Gov. Parris, do. 7.
Lte u Governor. Gen. Peirce had 96 votes,
From information derived from Capt. En
Kennebunk-Port, June 17, 18 26.
Spoken, lat.49-8, Ion. 17-10, sloop-of-war
I'r
Harvey 50, Ezra Bartlett 5, Gov. dicott, last from St. Helena, and bringing
Boston—all well.
y5 John Broadhead 2, zYndrew Peirce, the latest intelligence, there is reason to be
L But is probable the people will not feel lieve that the war between England and
Saco, June 25—Ar. schs. Eliza Ann, Nick
bto obey the Caucus, but will still sup- the Burmese had been renewed, under cir
erson, from Chatham ; Azof, Smith, lloston.
Lr lr. Morrill, as the proved friend of the cumstances very unfavorable to the English.
LL who owe me either on Note or Ac
—26th, sailed, sch. Ossipee, Emmons, NewSalem Gazette.
pt? and General Government.
count, are herebv notified that the de
York; sloop Milo, Gray, Boston,
Morrill is a Federalist in the original
mands will be left with an Attorney for col
The Baltimore Gazette, of Friday, con
^ • cation of the term—he is a supporter
Portsmouth, June 22—Ar. ship Hitty, lection, unless settled before the 15th day of
MARRIED—In Parsonsfield, on Sunday Moody, Liverpool; 17th, sailed ship Eliza,
pihe. Federal Government and Constitution. tains the translation of a long letter from
July next.
7
EDMUND PEARSON.
: mmittee of the Legislature of New- Gen. Paez to .Bolivar, which was printed and evening last, by Elder John Buzzell, Mr. Winkley, Norfolk; 19th, sch. Paramount,
B; ■■ pshire has reported against more Banks; circulated at La Guayra, and in which Paez Thomas Tarbox, of Limerick, to Miss Han Day, Philadelphia.
Kennebunk^ June 22,1826.
htthe bill for one at Somersworth seems gives his explanations of the recent rebellion nah Beedell, of the former place.
Boston, June 22—Ar. brigs Rapid, Gould,
In Saco, by Rev. Mr. Cogswell, Mr. Benja
in Venezuela. He invites Bolivar to come
L'.t v to pass.
of Kennebunk, from Guyama; Romulus,
ir Evans has proposed in the N. Hamp- and be the pilot of the vessel of state/ “ that min Stone, to Miss Almira Tetherly.
At Washington City, Lieut. John S. Nich Allen, 76 days from Smyrna, bringing three
k ire Legislature, that all bank Charters in navigates on a boisterous ocean.”
olas, of the U. S. Navy, to Miss Mary Jane Greek boys, who have come to this country
tkr. State be provided to expire at a particHIS inveterate disease which has so long
for the purpose of being educated ;—28th,
/ - time, and that then a State Bank with
The ship Imperial, Nabb, of Ns York, from Carr, daughter of John Hollins, Esq. of Balti cleared brig Rapid, Gould, Kennebunk.
baffled the art of the most experienced
more.
L inches be established.
Bos. Pal.
N. Orleans for Havr6, put into Norfolk 20th
Physicians, has at length found a sovereigns
New: York, June 17—Ar. sch. Washing
At
Providence,
R.
I.
Capt
Isaac
Torry»
of.
inst. in distress. On the 15th in§t. lat. 33,
ton, Huff, of Kennebunk L 13th, Schs, Rebec remedy in
The Church in New Harmony, occupied 27, long., 75, was .struck by lightning, by Georgetown, Maine, formerly of Scituate, ca, Wood, Saco; Mose$, Gillpatrick, do;
DR. LMRANG^S GENUINE
Mass,
to
Mrs.
Antoinette
Gunaugh,
only
i a workshop, was struck by lightning, which the skysail, royal, topgallant, top and
Abigail, Sawyer, do.; sloop Prudence, Cros
daughter
of
Rev.
Wm.
Livingston,
of
Dover,
i sixty persons were in it. Many were mainmasts were shivered, pumps split, one
by, do.; 19th, brig Orient, Cole, of Saco, 23
■’•ack down, but none essentially harmed. plank ripped from the deck, the cargo set on N.H.
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met
days from New-Orleans. The Orient, in
In
Sheffield,
on
the
26th
May,
by
Rev.
Mr.
fire, and the crew more or less injured. Was
The School-house was also struck.
lat. 26,30, experienced a heavy squall and with more reluctance by the Physician, and
compelled to cut two holes in the deck and White well, after a tedious courtship of six lost both topmasts and main topsail yard.
none in which he is so universally unsuccess
rip off the after hatch in order extinguish the evenings, Miss Sally Buzzell, 13, to Mr. James
TRIAL FOR MURDER.
fl
r
Call,
25,
both
of
Hatley
.
—
-British
Colonist.
fire.
Capt.
N.
is
of
opinion
that
but
for
a
On Friday last, Mr. Gilbert, of Troy, was
This Ointment has stood the test of expe
Commerce ofNew York.—Yesterday morn
In
Philadelphia,
on
Thursday
evening
11th
heavy
rain
succeeding
the
lightning,
the
ship
hied at New-York, on an inditement for the
ing, no less than sixty-three vessels under rience and justly obtained an unparalelled ce
Murder of his Wife, who had left him, and and all hands would have been lost. In the Ult. by the Rev. Dr. Fly, Mr. Thomas sail, were to be counted at one time in the lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs,
L pursued, and found on the lap of another. Gulf stream, spoke a brig from Wilmington Rhoads, to Miss Ann, daughter of Mr. M. J. East River, opposite the city, all within the gives a healthy action to the vessels of the
.The plea set up was derangement or aberra- for Antigua—made a signal of distress, but Littleboy, all of that city.
skin, and its original colour and smoothness.
space of a mile and a half.
Roads oft are made by men and boys
Numerous recommendations might be ob
ti m cf mind, and he was found NOT GUIL she bore away without offering any assis
New York Times, 5th ult.
In various ways and modes—
TY. The trial excited great interest. Gil tance.
tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro
But this wild freak of fortune has
The brig Enterprize, Fales, bound to Hav
bert was so feeble, that he was brought
On Sunday morning last, 109 sail of vessels prietor chose that a fair trial should be ‘
Changed Little boys to Rhoads.
¡«no Court in a chair by four men, and had re, was struck by lightning at N. Orleans
were .observed to be under weigh, standing its only commentator. It has in three or four
■ en to be assisted in holding up his right 29th ult. which shivered her mainmast from
down Boston harbour, between the hours of weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty years
find, when bid to do so. When the charge the sky sail to the deck, and the cargo was
standing, that have resisted the power of ev
10 and 11.—M. T. Shipping List, 28th ult.
OBITUARY.
tn the jury was delivering he fainted, and set on fire, but extinguished before much
ery other remedy that could be devised.
kas not recovered for sometime. He seems damage was done.
It not only at once gives immediate relief in
The Success, Frisbie, from Portsmouth for
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Capitis (com
i l ly to follow his wife to a higher tribunal
Port au Prince, struck and foundered on
ere long.
v
rilAKEN by Execution, and monly called SCALD HEAD) and all scabby
George’s Bank May 30—crew reached Bar
ork, ss. JL
will be sold at Public Auc eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
There is nothing of a mercurial nature
On the 13th of July, the ship Emiline of rington 6th inst.—N. Y. Mer. Adv.
tion on the premises, on Monday the thirtycontained in it, and it may be used on in
Nantz, anchored in Christmas Harbor in the
first day of July next, at ten of the clock in fants and others under afiy circumstances
From the National Intelligencer.
; Island of Desolation, and in about six hours
the forenoon, all the right in equity which
>as boarded by a boat with six men from
Millet Wedgewood has to redeem the whatever.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the followThe Western Indians.—It appears that
Cloudy Islands, eighteen miles distant, who
DIED—In Newfield, a child of Mr. Na homestead farm on which he now lives, sit
were left there by an English skinner [form the Cherokees West of the Mississippi, and
llavid Griffith, Portland; Delano &. Whit
uate in Berwick, in said County, near Great
than
Moulton.
erly the Saucy Jack privateer of Charleston the Usages, are bent upon war—on destroying
Drowned.—In Saco Harbour, on Saturday Falls, containing about nineteen acres; the ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. H.
ten months before] with but two days provis one another, as if destiny was not already
same being under the incumberance of a Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMES K.
ions. When they came on board, they were hurrying them fast enough to the gulf of an last, Mr. John F. Chase, aged 32 years, form mortgage deed.
erly of Newburyport. In attempting to raise
REMICH, Kennebunk.
dressed in the skins of seals, and were so nihilation. Whatever can be done to prevent
Granville C. Wallingford, D. Sheriff.
the anchor of a boat, he fell overboard and be
***Liberal discount to country dealers.
completely smoak dried, that it was impossi it by Mr. Duval, the worthy agent of the
Berwick, June 26, 1826.
fore
any
assistance
could
be
rendered
found
June, 1826.
eoply.
ble to tell of what country or" nation they were. United States among the Cherokees or by the
During the ten months, they had subsisted up- authority and influence of the United States, a watery grave.
In Saco, River, (near Mack’s Mills in Hol
<>nthe Penguin and other large birds, which we have no doubt will be done. If the war be
oh the Teeth»
TB1AKEN on Execution and to
remain on the shores of those barren and in not prevented, there is little hazard in pre lis) on Saturday evening, 17th inst. Mr.------ v
Johnson,
aged
about
22
years,
son
of
Mr.
Wil

Y
ork
,
ss.
b
e
SQ
|j
at
p
u
biic
Auction,
hospitable rocks, the whole year, and kept dicting that the Osages will be sorely beaten.
themselves from freezing by burning blubber The Cherokees have greatly the advantage liam Johnson, of Limington. The body had on Monday the 31st day of July next, at four
of the sea elephant, in the recesses of a rock of them in physical as well as moral qualities. not been found on Tuesday last.
o’clock in the afternoon at the dwelling
In Naples, the Duchess of Florida.—She house of the subscriber, in Alfred. All the
'Fhe story of the murder of unoffendingwhich they had made their abode. They
Surgeon, Dentist from Boston.
was
wife
of
the
late
King
of
Naples,
but
not
*ere landed on the Island of Bourbon by the white persons by the Pawnee Indians, which being of the blood rOyal, his Majesty was by right in equity which Joseph Knight, Jun.
espectfully offers his professional
Emiline.
of Alfred, in said county, has to redeem from
forms part of to-day’s intelligence, must be
services to the Ladies and Gentlemen
received with some grains of allowance. law obliged to marry her with the left hand. several tracts or parcel of land situate in
Another Revolutionary Patriot gone.' Alfred, or partly in Alfred and in Lyman, in of Kennebunk for seven days only; those
These white people are continually invading
LIGHTNING.
who may have occasion for his assistance will
Near Washington, (Ken.) Mr. Isaac Mid the territory of the Indians, and violating In Hardwick, (Mass.) Major Moses Mandell, said county, being the homestead on which please to apply at Mr. Towle’s Tavern. La
dleton, who had taken shelter under a tree, their rights. The wild horses on the territo aged 76. He was a soldier of the revolution, said Joseph Jun. and his father lives, with the
dies can be waited on at their own houses.
was struck by lightning, all his clothes were ry of the latter are as much their property as of distinguished bravery, and unshrinking wood land, being the same tracts of land
Dr. P. inserts Artificial Teeth, from a sin
torn to “ lint,” and scattered. Nothing was if they were tame; and the Indian, no more firmness. When the alarm of British oppres mortgaged to Jonathan Farnum and others. gle one to a w.holq set, in the. neatest and
Heft on his person but the waistband of his than the civilized man, will permit his horses sion was sounded, he appeared at Cambridge Conditions at sale.
most
durable manner. Removes the tartar.
BENJ. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
. Pantaloons. Mr. M. was found insensible, to be stolen with impunity. We do not as •at the head of a company of volunteers, & for
Cleans and renders the teeth white and beau
Alfred, June 27, 1826.
out was resuscitated. His preservation is at- sert that the Indians are justifiable in these eighf years fought with unwearied zeal in
tiful, if ever so foul or discoloured, without
i tributed to the heavy rain with which he murders; but we think it highly probable defence of his country’s rights. His bravery
the least pain or injury. Braces the relaxed
they have been committed in the resistance at the memorable battles of the Eutaw
I was wet.
-----gums, and prevents their bleeding. Plugs
At Addison, Vt. on the 10th inst. Jas. M’- of flagrant wrongs on the part of the Whites. Springs, Monmouth, and White Plains, at
AKEN on Execution and to and mends Teeth when partially decayed—
tested his determination to resist the oppres York, ss.
Lowe was killed by lightning while shutting
be sold at Public Auction, prevents, their further decay, and renders
sors even unto death. His subsequent life
a window.—His friends, on entering the room
CONCORD, JUNE 24.
them equally serviceable with soynd teeth.
a few moments aftervyards, found him standWe have been much gratified at the ven was devoted to the undeviating support of the on Monday the 31st day of July next, at four Extracts broken and decayed stumps, and,
‘ mg erect with his clothes on fire.
erable Gov. Gilman’s appearance at the cap Government he had assisted to establish, by o’clock in the afternoon, at the dwelling- performs every necessary operation on the ital this week—his first visit here, we under toil and blood, and in the practice of all those house of the subscriber in Alfreds AH the teeth and gums.
stand, for ten y ears past. He was introdu virtues which constitute the noblest work of right in equity which Abel M’Gregory of
NEW BANK BILLS.
N. B. His prices will be moderate, and he
said Alfred, ’has to redeem the Farm on
I ,W’e have seen two beautiful specimens of ced to the Executive, and the several branch God—an honest man.
which he lives, situate in Alfred aforesaid, will warrant the utility and success of all his
es
of
the
Legislature,
and
was
received
with
lithographic Bank Bills, prepared by the in
A melancholy and singular record of mor being the same Farm said"M’Gregory pur operations.
genious Mr. Henderson, of New-York.—It is the respectful attention due to his character.
June 24.
thought they embrace the desideratum, long His long tried public services are remember tality is contained in the last Portsmouth chased of John Say ward, Jr. Esq. and is under
Journal. About three weeks ago, the public the incumberance of a mortgage to said
ed
with
approbation
to
both
parties,
and
it
is
flight, that of being impossible to be counter
feited. If they do, they will be a great bless- said that during an administration of fourteen were informed of the decease of Nathaniel Say ward.
BENJ. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
years, and in party times, the only objection Haven, Esq. late editor of that paper. Since
i lnS to the public.
Alfred, June 27, 1826.
ARRANTED Cast Steel, with rivetted
There are said to be counterfeit bills of the ever raised to his continuance in office, was then three other members of the same fam
ily have died—Miss Augusta, daughter of
Eyes, for sale by
«ink of Geneva of tens, fives, ones and twos. that he “ had done well long enough.” He John Havqn, aged 24 ; Augustus Lord, aged
I. jefferds
The Bank has called in those of the latter expressed much pleasure at the improve 23, son-in-law of N. A. Haven, and Miss
Kennebunk-Port, May so.
plates of which the spurious ones at e imita ments that have been,made here since he
Clarissa,
aged
21,
daughter
of
the
late
Mr.
tions. The bad tens say Geneva Bank, in- was last in this place, particularly with the
S given to all that are indebted to the Ken
State House, which is a splendid edifice com Henry Haven. Mr. Lord was a reputable
i stead of Bank of Geneva.
Palladium.
nebunk Toll Bridge for the year 4826.
The Baptist Jia gazine.
pared with the humble “ town house,” in merchant, was married less than a year ago,
which the legislative sittings wereholden dur and possessed unclouded prospects of happi They are requested to make payment by the
“ The Mississippi is at this time consideraness. “ In regard to the two young ladies first of August next; all those unsettled after
ing liis administration.—Statesman.
OR JUNE is received and ready for de
than
has been
for many
i qU higher
‘O
viiau it
u nan
ulch
1UI
lilctllV
yyears.
veil o.
(says the Journal) who on the same day were that time will be left with an Attorney.
I lhe water, in many places, is over its banks,
livery to subscribes at J. K. Remich’s
The city of Boston has levied a tax of $220,- laid side by side in the same tomb,-the mourn
JACOB BROWN.
) blithe low lands, for miles back, entirely 000 to meet the current expenses of the year. ful occasion requires a brief notice of them.
Book Store.
Kennebunk-ft-ort, July 1,1826.

[he accounts from Russia represent -the
htion of the land owners of that country,
Lost deplorable, in consequence of the
Lity of money, and the little profit upon
Luce, The government has made advan|upon produce, but so great is the distress,
[tthis measure affords but little relief.
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And Cloth Dressing.

See the ship, her reefed topsail descending,
The hoarse boatswain piping aloud^
While the seamen to furl them ascending,
Hang over thejsurge fromthe shroud !

List again to that proud boatswain piping!
The “ word” is from him who controls ;
And the meh the top rigging are striking,
To ease her aloft as she rolls.

But the waves howl in mountains around her,
As if their whole wrath they would rouze;
She is heavily pitching—she’ll founder—
the guns overboardfrom the bows /”

Yet the storm still its fury increases;
She rolls gun-wave to, as it raves—
O ! her mizen is shatter’d to pieces,
£>he drifts at the will of the waves!
Heavy toils have her crew been harrassing;
Yet what are that crew’s feelings now ?
For the word fore and aft they are passing,
Of“ Breakersho ! broad on the bow !’

Then at once from a sight so appalling,
The stoutest hearts shrink in dismay ;
Some on one—some on others are calling—
The chaplain comes forward topray
And he says, “ I would not be down hearted,
My lads ! though the wild billows rave ;
It is true, from this world we are parted,
Yet He who can sink us—can save !”

“ Set the jib !” cries the chief—and then pi
ping,
The boatswain blows proud as before ;
While in hope is each bosom delighting—
The wind}s blowing right from the shore !
Now the tempest lies dead on the ocean ;
No more roll in mountains the waves ;
And the mariner kneels, in devotion
To Him who can sink—and who save !
STANZAS—BY BERNARD BARTON.
Composed during a tempest.
DAZZLING may seem the noontide sky,
Its arch of azure showing ;
And lovely to the gazer’s eye
The west, at sunset glowing.

Splendid the east—at morning bright,
Soft moonlight on the ocean ;—
But glorious is the hushed delight
Born in the storm’s commotion.
To see the dark and lowering cloud
By vivid lightning riven,—
To hear the answer stern and proud,
By echoing thunders given ;—

To feeh in such a scène and hour,
—’Mid all that each discloses—
The presence of that viewless power
On whom the world reposes ;

This, to the heart, is more than all
Mere beauty can bring o’er it ;
Thought—feeling—fancy own its thrall
And joy is hushed before it !

VABXBTY.
FOOD AND INTELLECtT”’"
No country has ever produced a
great and civilized race but one which
by its fertility is capable of yielding a
supply of faii-inacious grain of the first
quality.—Man never seems to have
made any progress while feeding on in
ferior grains, farinacious roots, fruits,
or the pith of trees.. Nations that feed
on the three last named articles appear
to possess inferior intellectual capacity
to those who feed on the cereal graminia, such as wheat, barley, rye, &c. &c.

TO PRESERVE BACON.
A writer recommends the following
method as effectual in preserving ba
con and smoaked beef from insects.
Make a lye of wood ashes and boil it
till it is very strong. Dip each piece
of meat in it, let it dry, hang it in a
smoke-house, and no insect will injure
it. The taste of the lye will not be
perceived, even on the out-side.
To extract grease, spots from Linen,
The following method is not general
ly known, and is certain the most sim
ple, and (we speak from experience)
the best we ever met with : Take
magnesia in the lump—wet it, and rub
the grease spots well with it; in a little
time brush it off when no stain or ap
pearance of grease will be left.
Housekeeper's Magazine.

Preservation foam Drowning.—In the
last number of the Mechanic’s Maga
zine we noticed an invention of a life
preserver, which consists of a hollow
cylindrical ring made without a seam,
into which air is blown from the lips,
confined by the means of a stop cock,
and then bound round the body. The
body is thus balanced in water and
prevented from sinking lower than the
hips. The ring weighs but twelve oun
ces, and can be carried in the pocket.
Baltimore Patriot.
American Grape ¡Wine, manufactured in
Lancaster county, Hennsvlvania, is now of
fered for sale in Philadelphia at $1,33 per
gallpnIts quality j s said to be excellent.

Piano FoJ
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THE SHIP IN A STORM.
AS the wintry gale harder is blowing,
In gloom the sun sinking away;
As the wild billow darker is growing,
And brighter the flash of its spray—

York

ss. At a court of Probate balden at
York in said County, on the 1day of Afrit,
1826.
RDERED, that from and after the first
GRWOUGH 8l BODWELL;
THE subscriber continues to carry on the
day of July next, the Courts of probate ipOR sale a superior PïANO IX»
VOLAVE
just
received,
and
offer
for
sale
at
Carding and Clothing business. He
X  imported from Scotland ;
for
this county be holden at the following pla
prices much lower than usual, a prime
has engaged a first rate workman to superin
Amateurs
of
musick
to
be
an
excli
’
ces and times, to wit.
assortment of
instrument, recently put in good ?ï!!
tend the business, one who comes well re
At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in January« Bourne, which will be soldi?
commended from a respectable Factory.—He
At Kennebunk, on the first Tuesday in Febru* price than instruments of this kin?'
has three machines for Carding sheep’s Wool,
......CONSISTING OF......
ary, and on the first Tuesday in March. A sell for, having been purchased in
and has recently purchased new Cards which Light and Dark Prints, a great variety.
York, on the third Tuesday in April. At at a very reduced price.
JA1
render them fit for Carding common and Me Plain and Fig’d White Cambrick’s ;
Kennebunk, on the second Tuesday in May-t
Persons wishing to purchase w
“
“ Swiss and Book Muslins;
rino Wool into ROLLS, in the best manner.
OPPOSI"
At Limerick, on the first Tuesday in June. well to call and examine it.
i!
He intends to card Wool or dress Cloth at as Patch Furnitures, Cambrick Muslins ;
07*Inquireat the store of Mai r
At Berwick, on the fourth Tuesday in June.
low prices as any one in the county. His Superior Irish Linens ; Long Lawns;
Palmer.
At Kennebunk, on the the third Tuesday in
SSÏ
present price for carding is four cents per Linen Cam bricks; Colr’d Cambricks ;
Kennebunk, June 17, 1826.
July. At York, on the second Tuesday in
pound if paid on delivery, and fifteen cents Cotton and Linen Table Damask ;
jvIr. Remi
Cotton, Valencia and Black Silk Vestings 5
August. At Alfred, on the first Tuesday in
per yard for dressing cloth of any colour, if
Russia Diapers, Dimoties;
September. At Limerick, on the first Tues
remarks in ]
paid for on delivery of the same.
Nankin and Canton Crapes;
day in October.
At Kennebunk, on the
bligea.fnen<
ELISHA ALLEN.
Black Italian do. some very superior ;
third Monday in October. At York, on the
Sanford, May ao, 1826.
¿w
“ Silk Bombazeens, broad and narrow, first Tuesday in November. At Kennebunk, Opposite the Hay Scales ;
ON THi
from 2s 6d, to 13s 6d, per yard.
on the first Tuesday in December.
nebitnk.
Black Twill’d Silk, extra quality ;
As we c<
JONAS
CLARK.
Black Sinchaws and Sarsnetts;
3m.
are led
May 6f_________________________
CLOTH DRESSING- “ and colr’d Florences ;
ofimprovir
Plaid
Silks,
Black
and
colr
’
d
Fig
’
d
Silks
;
HE subscribers would inform the public
rial, of whi
that they have removed their Card Brown and Drab Cambrick, for Bonnets ;
JJAS just opened an extensive
Black, White, Blue, Pink, Straw, Crimson
the subscribers having been appointed
ofsuchinv
ing Machines from their former stand, to the
and Brown Press’d Crapes ;
by
the
Hon.
Jonas
Clark,
Judge
of
opposite side of the river, in the building re
prodigalit)
Plain and mix’d Stripe Denmark Satin ;
Probate,
to
receive
and
examine
the
claims
of
cently occupied by Nath’l Jefferds ; where
and
Striped
Cassinett
;
whichever
creditors to the estate of
they will attend to Carding WOOL and
Dressing CLOTH in the best manner, and Striped Jeans ; Scotch Derry’s;
MARK
GOODWIN,
wasted*
White, Buff and Drab Striped Drillings;
as CHEAP as any person in the county.
late of Lyman, deceased, represented insol
regained, t
White
and
Scarlet,
Silk
&
Valencia
Mantles
WILLIAM JEFFERDS,
vent, do hereby give notice that six months are
fore spent _
from 10s 6d, to 45s.
JONATHAN KIMBALL.
allowed to said creditors, to bring in and prove Comprising almost every article «
Scarlet, Valencia Square do.
it is well, i
Kennebunk, June 10, 1826.
their claims, and we sh^ll attend that service in his neighbors’ advertisements and2 t
Fancy Silk and Gauze Hdkf’s.;
jo be ieif
at the Inn of Benjamin Dudley, of Lyman, on low.—Ginghams 9d to 20 cts.;’¿J I
Crape Shawls and Mantles ;
Gent. Black Italian Cravats;
ffhe mom'
Saturday the 2 7th day of May, and on the last Is to 25 cts.; Sheetings 10d to 20 cts
Black Silk, Red, Brown & Yelldw Bandanna Saturday of July and November, from one o’ Shirtings Yd to 9d ; Ladies’ Cotton fc |
forever;
and German Silk Hdkf’s.
cts.; and other things in proportion c(
clock till five P. M. on each of said days.
ing shoul
which
will
be
sold
for
Cash,
Produce'(J
HIS day received, a fresh lot of Ladies’ Children’s Silk Flag do.
JOHN GRANT, ( Commix
some use
credit.
n
Leghorn Gipsey and Bolivar HATS, Cotton Flag and Turkey Red Hdkf’s.
JOHN MURPHY, j sioner^i
Kennebunk,
June
15,1826.
Crape Dresses;
own imp
for sale cheap by
Lyman, May 17, i8a6.
White Bobbinett Lace, for Veils;
GREENOUGH & BOD WELL.
efit of his
Black and White Silk Lace for do.
and Saco.
June 10.
son wfas
Ladies’ Black, White & Colr’d Kid Gloves;
“
“ and White Silk do.
reasoning
Gent. Beaver do.
and capa
I* lack and Slate colr’d Worsted Hose ;
York, ss. JL Will be sold at Public J
sufficient
FEW Hhds. prime third proof St. Croix White Cotton do.
RUM, by the Hhd. for sale by the White and mix’d Half do.
tion, on Monday the 17th day of Julvneit
bis own ir
the Post Office in South-Berwick, al
subscriber.
Black and colr’d Silk and Tabby Velvets;
others..
Ako, two Hhds. W. India, Windward Isl Handsome Garniture Ribbonds;
clock A. M. ail the rirhit in equitv
whole life
CALEB
FROST
has
to
redeem
tL
and RUM, ad and 3d proof 1 Pipe superior A great variety Common Ribbonds ;
HE Portland Stage Company, have com
ting eith(
American New-York BRANDY. 5 Barrels Silk and Cotton Umbrellas, Parasols,
menced running a STAGE from Ken stead farm on which he now lives, «
American GIN.
5 Chests best Souchong Millinetts, Cap W ire, Bonnet Paper,
There is
nebunk-Port, to meet the Portland Stageing
at about thirty acres ; the samebeir
Foundation Muslin;
der the incumberance of a mortgage^
tea.
b palmer.
time is w
Artificial Flowers & Wreaths, (tfery cheap); Saco.
May a;.
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Mondays, Wednes Grenvill C Wallingford, D.Siv
not the If
Gimps, Cords, Braides, Tape, etc.
South-Berwick, June 15. 1826
days, and Fridays, at six À. M. and arrives at
a materi
Saco at half past seven, and at Portland at ten
How ma:
A.
M.
Brown Shirtings from 6d, to 9d per yard ;
spend m<
Mill-pond Street, also, in Front Street, op “ Sheetings “ 10d, to Is.
Leaves Portland, same day, at four P. M.
and arrives at Kennebunk-Port by eight P. M. At the Kew Store adjoining the
light ant
posite J. G. Perkins.
Bleach’d Shirtings and Sheetings;
BRICK.
5
Leaves Kennebunk-Port, Tuesday, Thurs
AS just received and is now opening an Bed Tickings from Is, to 2s 3d, per yard.
unbecom
day, and Saturday, by half past eleven for HAVE just received an extensive ass (
Ginghams, Stripes, Checks;
— EXTENSIVE ASSORTMENT OF—
many mi
Satinetts, a variety of colours and prices ;
ment of
Kennebunk, and will return the same day.
ing per
Warp Yarns, Sewing Cotton ;
The above line will be furnished with supe
Black and Blue Cassimeres, (cheap) ;
novels, v
rior Horses and Carriages for the accommoda
which he will sell at a small advance for Cash Ladies’ Leghorn Gipsey and Bolivar Hats ; tion of Travellers.
time emf
which will be sold for a very small ate |
or Barter, only.
Gents.
“
Hats,
E. PAINE, Agent.
for Cash—?viz.
may sa)
Straw & Silk Bonnets ; Hats, Shoes, &c. &c.
...CONSISTING OF...
Black, Blue, Olive Green, Green,andna
FARE.
and no i
ALSO, a large stock of
Broadcloths and Cassimeres;
English, American, and W. I.
From Kennebunk-Port to Saco,
go 50
those wl
Flannels, Valencia and Black Silk Vest
GOODS and GROCERIES.
From Saco to Portland,
- • 0 75
novel re
Calicoes all prices and qualities;
Books kept at Oliver Walker’s, Kenne Nice French Cambrick’s;
ALSO, a large assortment of SHOES, of
opinion,
bunk-Port.
—
J.
C
leaves
’
,
Saco,
6c
at
T
hom

superior quality.
Cheap Cotton Cambrick’s;
in adorn
as
S.
B
owles
’
‘
Portland.
Swiss, Book, and other Muslins;
Viz, Old RUM ; St. Croix,
WANTED, One Thousand cords of
nature I
May 6.________ ___________________ _ ____ Red and White Raw Silk Mantles;
Windward Island and N. E. do.
Oak, Maple 01 Pitch Fine WOOD.
Red and White Valencia do.
Cognac and American BRAN
of her
Kennebunkport, June a, x8a6.
By Authority of the State of Maine.
Crape Shawls; Nankin-and Canton Cap
DY ; Holland and American
much 0:
Crape Dresses ; Synchaws ;
Gll^ ; 8. Maderia, Sweet and Dry Malaga,
JNcw and Valuable School Book. and
tie they
Elegant figured Silks;
Catalonia WINES;
Elegant Silk and Gauze Hdkf’s.
granted
Best old WHISKEY, Common do.
CAfifAL LOTTERY.
Black Gauze Hdkf’s.
CHERRY ; Rose, Cinhamon and Annisseed
UST published and for sale at
and no
Ribbonds of all kinds and qualities ;
CORDIALS;
CLASS No. EIGHT»
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
frail be
Nice black Bombazine;
Molasses, Vinegar ;
LESSONS IN
Black Mourning Crapes;
with its
SCHEME.
Simultaneous Reading Spelling and De.
Black, White, and Green Gauze Veils;
Let 1
German, Flag and Bandanna Hdkfs.
fining. By a Teacher.
Tabacco, Clear Pork, Sperm
prize
of
our
pas
Black Silk Hdkfs. first quality ;
and dip’d Candles ;
The above work is highly recommended.
1 prize of
$5000
is $5000 Nankins, Grecian Stripes;
the
ma
Sperm
Oil,4d,
6d,
8d,
10d,
12d,
20d,
and40d,
—ALSO—
of
1000
3
is
3000 Ladies’ nice Cotton Hose for 2s 6d;
ed in n
Cut NAILS ; lOd, wrought do.
Abridgemenfof,Murray’s English Grammar,
«
and Laces; Silk Velvets all cob
5
of
500
is
2500 Edgings
doubte
Sou. Hyson Skin,
as published by the Author. With the
English
Ginghams,
Bombazetts
;
9 a. ; «’of
200
is
1800 Ginghams 14 to 17 cts. Stripe;
andYoungHvson
addition of Questions, &c.
of heai
U
ffll Porto Rico, New Orleans and Loaf
of
380
LIKEWISE,
1
is
380 Factory Yarns from No. 6 to 12 ;
ous in
SUGARS ; Best Genessee Flour,
Templi Carmina, or Bridgewater Collection
36 « of
100
is
3600 Sheetings, 14 to 27 cts.
and p’
very
cheap
;
Coffee,
Cocoa,
Pepper,
Spice,
Factory
Shirtings,
9,
10|,
12
j
and
Ute,
■
of Sacred Music. Fifteenth edition.
36 it of
50
is
1800
Ginger,
Cloves,
Pearlashes,
Salxratus,
compa
Ladies
’
Morocco
and
Denmark
Satin
i
|
A general assortment of Theological Mis
468 li of
Salt Petre, Alum, Copperas ;
10
is
4680 Children’s Morocco and Denmark Satin;
our pa
cellaneous, School and Classical Books.
7 by 9 and 8 by 10 Window Glass;
5
3780 il of
is 18900 Parasols, Straw Bonnets, Bonnet Silks,
Mav ayj
yet w(
Farewell’s and Maynard’s Best steel back
Dimoties, Gimps, Chainetts and pipe C:
The tickets in this Lottery are formed by
ole pu
Scythes, warranted.
the different ternary combinations that can be
Scythe Sneath’s ; Hoes ; Filberts ;
in rerr
made of forty■t’wo numbers, from 1 to 4 in
Hard and Soft Shell’d Almonds;
tribute
English Walnuts, Oil Nuts, Shagbarks ;
clusive.—To decide the prizes, on the day of Cast Steel and German Steel Handsaws
OR Ladies, Gentlemen, and Boys, just Smyrna, Sultana, Malaga & Box Raisins, &c. drawing, 42 numbers, from 1 to 42 inclusive, Fine Back Saws ; Cast Steel Plane Irons
haveg
received by
Together with a general assortment of will severally be deposited in a wheel, and six Mill Files; Hand saw & cross cut saw Fii
that a
Brass Candlesticks;
drawn out
There will be ao tickets having Plated Candlesticks for 3s per pair;
O. BURNHAM.
exper
on them as a combination, three of the drawn Dutch Looking Glasses for 2s od, mahop
June 10.
rent o
Table Knifes and Forks, all prices.
numbers ; 540 having two, and 3780 but one
Frame;
ceivet
Desert
“
do.
of the drawn numbers. That ticket having Steel Yards from 240 to 500 lbs. for sk
Bread Knifes ;
and h
the 1 st, ad, and 3d drawn numbers, will be en
half the usual price.
Single and Doubled Blade Pen & Pocket do.
titled to gio,000 ; that having the 4th, jtfi, Butts and Screws, Chisels, Gouges, Augej.
of ou
Shoe do. Chissels, Gouges, Augurs,
and 6th, to $5,000. Those tickets having Compasses, Brass door Latches,
JAMES ~K~REMICH,
have
Butts and Screws ;
on them the 1st, ad, and 4th—1st, ad, and 5th Brass door Knockers, Latches very eta)
Single and Double Plain Irons;
no rm
AS for sale, a great variety of Books Hand Saws, Back do. Compass do.
— 1st, ad, and 6th, each $i,ooo. Those Door Locks ; Brads of all sizes;
Elegant Snuffers and Trays ; Bread Trap
-perflt
suitable for instruction and Rewards Brass and Japan’d Knob Locks, Closet, do.
having 1st, 3d, and 4th—1st, 3d, and 5th—
; Best English Glue, &c.
m Sabbath Schools—which will be sold Cupboard
as
bly c
1st, 3d, and 6th—ad, 3d, and 4th—ad, 3d, & Waiters
do. Trunk and Pad do.
Elegant Looking Glasses ; Brass FireSeo
low as can be purchasedin Boston or. else Brass and Japan’d Latches, Knob do.
5 th, each $500. That having the 1st, 4th, Live Geese and common Feathers;
whic]
where.
ALSO,
Commodes and Commode Knobs ;
and 6th, will be $380. Those having the ist, Chairs of different qualities
Wdc
A large assortment of Quarto, Octavo, and Rose Handles, Trunk, do.
4th, and 5th—ist, 5th, and 6th—ad, 4th, and Rocking Chairs ;
Duodecimo BIBLES ; Pronouncing and
time
Cloak Pins, Cupboard Turns;
5th—ad, 5th, and 6th—3d, 4th, and 5th—3d, 1 elegant Boston made Bureau;
common TESTAMENTS, Win
Brass Hat Hooks; John Batbours Raizors; 4th, and 6th—3d, 5th, and 6th—ad, 3d, and
or fri
Dressing Tables, &o.
chell’s Watts, various editions
Mill and Hand Saw Files ;
after
6th— ad, 4th and 6th, each $ aoo. The thirtyand binding ; Watts’
Wood and Horse Rasps;
six tickets having two of the drawn numbers,
Psalms and Hymns, Smith and
Rem
Iron and Brittania Table Spoons ;
and those two the ist, and ad drawn numbers
Jones’ Collection ; Young Con
■
QUS,
“
Brittania
and
Plated
Tea
do.
St.
Croix
RUM
;
Cope;
verts Companion ; Songs of Zion ; Nip
will each be gioo. The thirty-six tickets
Iron and Brass Candlesticks;
American BRANDY
the
pon’s Hymns ; Kent’s Gospel Hymns, &c. Handsome Plated do. at 3s per Pair ;
having the 5th, and 6th drawn numbers, will
WHISKEY; Holland®
and
each
be
$50.
All
others
having
any
two
of
Warranted Steelyards, weight from 100 to
Loaf and Lump SUGAR?
500;
the drawn numbers, will be prizes of $10. Bbls, best Muscovado SUGAR; Coffee;
mom
Japan’d Lamps, Brads, Tacks ;
Those having in their combination any one Chocolate ;
Shovel and *1 ongs, some as low as 3s.
of the drawn numbers will be prizes of $5.
GOOD
Elastic Knitting Pins by the groce, very The blanks are those tickets which have not
T ORD & KINGSBURY, have just receivcheap, &c. &c.
either of the drawn numbers. No ticket which
ed a prime lot of New Goods, among
Likewise a good assortment
shall have drawn a superior prize can be enti
14 cts. lb.
which are a fine assortment of
Hollow Ware and Crockery. tled to an inferior one. Prizes subject to a Cloves, Ginger, Cassia, Nutmegs, CodF^. T
June 10.
deduction of 15 per cent, and payable in 60 N. E. Run4 Molasses, Rice, Cheese,
libei
days after the drawing in bank bills generally Table Salt, Lemons, Lemon Syrup,
Ann
which will be sold cheaper than ever. Also,
current in this state. Prizes not demanded in Kegs Tobacco, American Gin, Pepp^»
a new lot of
lutic
one year after the drawing will not be paid. Pimento, Salseratus ;
R an ocular Analysis of the English Lan
adir
This class will be drawn as soon as the sale of Best Gennessee Flour for family use J
GENNESSEE FLOUR.
guage.—By J. Greenleaf.—Improved tickets will justify it.
Sperm Candles, Linseed Oil;
ane<
May so.
edition. Just received and for sale at
Sicily Maderia, and Lisbon WINE;
Portland, March 3, i8»6.
tent
J. K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Tickets and parts in the above splendid Strong Beer, Maccoboy Snuff, Scythes,
June 10.
ing.
Scythe
Snaiths,
Shovels,
Spades,
Scheme, in a great variety of numbers, may
Nails,
20d,
lOd,
8d,
6d,
and
4d,
;
1
be obtained at JAMES K. REMICH’S Book
Hyson, Young H. and Souchong TEA»»
OROCCO, Kid, Satin, Prunella and
Ch<
store. Persons holding small prizes in the Scythe Stones, a superior article for star
Velveteen
TS here given .to those indebted t® the sub- last class, signed by any vender in Portland,
one
ing Scythes;
X scriber previous to the beginning of the are invited to call and exchange them.
mir
...ALSO....
ilz*Orders by mail (post paid) enclosing
year 1826, that all such demands remaining
;of
3
Crockery,
Glass,
and
How
1
'
cash
or
prize
Tickets,
will
be
promptly
at

unsettled to the 1st of September next, will
FOR SALE BY
be put into the hands of an Attorney.
tended to, if addressed to
WARE.
o. 'BURNHAM.
BURLEIGH SMART.
J. & J. DUNN, Portland, or
May z6.
2 Cages Drab and black HATS.
Kennebunk* June 16,1826r
J. K. REMICH, Kennebunk.
Kennebunk, June 9,1826.

Summer Goods.

NEW SÏ0R

Commissioners’ Notice.
WE

T

S. L. OSBORN

Dry Goods, Gtq^
Hard Ware, Crotl

ery, Glass

Fresh Leghorns.

T

Kennebunk-Fort

Sheriffs Sale.

Saint Croix Hum.

TAK^ by,.Exre**

A

T

__BENJ.^BOURN~

Domestic Goods.

Daniel Wise, & ft

H

•Vcw Goods,

NEW GOODS,

W. India Goods and

Groceries.

O

J

s—^COTTON,

X

$10,000

Hard Ware,

Leghorns,

F

Hard Ware, ^*c.

Sabbath Schools.

H

Groceries, &c.

New Goods.

COTTON

American Prints,

Grammar Simplified;

O

—Yadies’

M

SHOES.

Notice

